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CAOs cited noncompetitive salaries, negative perceptions about public service and insufficient recruitment as reasons.

At a time when the unemployment rate is a low 3.8 percent, the public sector is falling far behind in its desperate search for talented employees.

Even though postings for state government jobs rose 11 percent from 2013 to 2017, the number of applicants for those jobs dropped by 24 percent, according to a study by the National Association of State Chief Administrators (NASCA).
Remote work is no longer a privilege. It's become the standard operating mode for at least 50% of the U.S. population. Virtual retreats are no longer attributed solely to progressive startups. Traditional employers are finally on-board and ready to propose a flexible work arrangement higher up the pipeline. 2019 will further reinforce the current global shift towards "remote-friendly" workplaces and dictate a few more unique trends.

- Forbes Magazine, Dec 2018

Remote Workforce Tools

- Updated end user devices and service platforms
- Robust network security and management
- Awareness of cloud service providers
- End user training and effective digital policies
- Building a digital security culture